DIG - 100# FUTURA DULL CVR

This PROOF is submitted for your approval. Please review to ensure all specifications, copy, and position are correct. Your approval acknowledges the artwork is exactly what you would like produced.

Motors • Starters • Drives

HMC
HOUSTON MOTOR & CONTROL, INC.

ELECTRIC MOTORS (nema/metric/medium voltage)
Fractional to 5000HP
WEG • TECO-Westinghouse • Elektrim • Brook Lincoln • Leeson • Toshiba • U.S. • Siemens • Marathon Reliance • Baldor • General Electric • Loher Bearings • End Bells • Flanges

STARTERS & COMPONENTS
Custom Panel Shop On Site!
Sprecher & Schuh • WEG • Siemens Fairford Electronics • Cutler Hammer • GE Explosion Protection • R. Stahl • Akron Circuit Breakers • Transformers

VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVES
WEG • TECO-Westinghouse • Hitachi Eurodrive • Toshiba Medium Voltage Drives

SERVICE
• Motor Repair & Rewind
• New & Rebuilt Products

CALL HMC 24/7!
713-464-3910 • 1-888-277-5109 (toll free) • 713-464-4568 (fax)
sales@motor-hmc.com • www.motor-hmc.com